DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, FEROZEPUR
REPORT- VISIT TO ARMY AREA
Army Day is celebrated on 15 January every year in India. Grade VIII students of

DELHI PUBLIC

SCHOOL, FEROZEPUR visited army area. All the covid-19 precautions were taken.
Everyone were wearing mask there. The first event was a parade. The parade came playing
beanbag and drums. The central row with red and Golden arcs of cloth on their heads. Left and
right rows with smaller acts of red, golden, green and white on the head andhandle on the front of
their cans. Picture of the procession was carrying a can.

Procession started with marching while playing instrument. The leader took the permission to
start the procession. Once granted, gracefully March back with his can and turned around full
stop the group started playing bean bag and drums in harmony full stop the host said that they
were now taking the power formation. As they played, the leader first match with the bean bags
and they went to the right while the dumbest went to the left. Then the leader and the drama went
to the right while the beanbagers went to the left. At the end of the parade the leaders to
marketing at a point of the field and the durmastsbean baggers form a circle around him.As they
played the kept circling around him.

At last the leader again came in the front of cage and asked to end the procession after he got the
permission everyone went back. After that we all were told to see the weapons of Army people.
First fees of BMP 2.The BMP-2 is a second-generation, amphibious infantry fighting vehicle
introduced in the 1980s in the Soviet Union, following on from the BMP-1 of the 1960s.

Then we learnt about Milan weapon system. MILAN missile systems were among the numerous
weapons sent to the Mujahedeen in Afghanistan in the 1980s by the United States to combat
Soviet. Then we saw a WZT-3 Tank. It was a Polish post-World War II armoured recovery vehicle
series. It consists of five versions. The first two, WZT-1 and WZT-2 were built on T-55/T-55A hull,
the WZT-3 was built on T-72M hull, the WZT-3M was built on PT-91 hull and the WZT-4 was built
on PT-91M hull for Malaysia.

We are thankful to our Principal ma’am for organizing this visit. It was really a great experience.

